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Statement of problem. - -The electronic computer has aided the
South Carolina National Banking System tremendously. The fvill
potential of the computer is not being utilized when its application is
strictly limited to the bookkeeping function within the operation area.
With the increasing use of checks, the system must find more ways of
utilizing the speed and accuracy of the IBM system/360, model 40 com¬
puter in the operation area to curtail cost as well as reduce processing
time.
Evolution of problem. - -The problem developed out of conversa¬
tion with automation and operation personnel in developing a proof and
transit system that wotild:
1. Absorb future expansion
2. Reduce cost and processing time
3. Generate accurate records
4. Provide better customer service
With the expanding trend of demand deposits in the South Carolina
National Banking System, a reduction in processing time and cost is a
must. Yet, the system had to be flexible enough to allow for future
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expansion while maintaining, if not increasing, efficiency.
Purpose. --The aim of the study is to explore the feasibility
of utilizing the IBM system/360, model 40 computer in the proof and
transit fiinctions within the operation area. Its application was to merit
such benefits as allowing for future expansion and an increase in efficiency
accompanied by a reduction in processing time and the total cost of the
operation area.
Significance of study. -- This study is significant because the
South Carolina National Banking System does not have a cost accounting
system. Cost, time, efficiency, and other advantages of an automated
proof and transit system, as opposed to the present manual system, have
not been explored. Therefore, this study will aid management in their
future decision-making function concerning the automated system.
Limitations. - -No attempt will be made to explore or examine
the utilization of the IBM system/360, model 40 computer in the opera¬
tion area of all member banks of the South Carolina National Banking
System. Due to the time limit and similarity of the four future computer
installations, the author has confined his study to one - the Columbia
Office.
It is impossible to cover or mention all aspects of the problem
due to the author's limited knowledge of all the capabilities of the IBM
system/360, model 40 computer and the operation krea. However, an
adequate presentation of the aspects discussed will be given.
Hypothesis. -- The evidence collected will prove the following:
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1. That the IBM system/360, model 40 computer can
be utilized in the proof and transit functions within
the operation area.
2. That its use will allow future expansion, reduce
processing time and total cost while increasing
efficiency.
Method of research. --The research for this study was con¬
ducted as follows:
1. Two-month observation period of the operation area.
2. Nine-week course by the American Institute of Banking--
"Principles of Bank Operations. "
3. Three-month course by IBM - "Introductipn to the IBM 360
Computer System. "
4. Reading of other related publications by the American
Bankers Association.
Definition of terms. - -Since the study relates to banking and
automation, it is necessary to define some of the concepts of banking
and automation. The essential ones that might warrant specific clari¬
fication are:
1. Advice of credit--A form of letter that acknowledges
the receiving of a cash letter and increases the credit
balance of the depositor's relation with that bank.
2. American Bankers Association (A. B.A.)--The voice of
organized banking with the purpose of keeping its members
abreast of the rapidly changing needs for banking services,
to develop and maintain educated and competent personnel
for banks, to spread knowledge and imderstanding of
economic problems, and to elevate the standards of bank
management and service. ^
^National Cash Register Company, Bank Terminology (Dayton:
National Cash Register Company, 1962), p. 3.
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3. Byte--An eight-bit unit for representing information in the
memory of a computer.
4. Cash-in ticket--A slip that serves the purpose of repre¬
senting a quantity of cash received in deposit by a teller.
5. Cash letter--A letter containing a list of checks sent for
collection and payment by a sending bank to a receiving
bank.
6. Cash-out ticket--A slip that serves the purpose of repre¬
senting a quantity of cash paid by a teller.
7. Clearings --Checks and other items deposited for exchange
among member banks of a clearing house.
8. Deposit slip--An itemized memorandum of cash and/or other
funds which a customer (depositor) presents to the receiving
teller for credit to his account. This memorandum is also
called a deposit ticket.
9. Drawee--The bank which is directed to pay the sum specified
in a check.
10. Drawer--The person who makes and sign an order (check)
for the payment of money.
11. Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR)--The standard
program developed by the A. B. A. to permit the automatic
handling of documents by an electrically reading precoded,
standardized characters printed on the documents in special
ink. ^
12. Transit items--Cash items which are payable outside the town
or city of the bank receiving them for credit to customers'
accounts.
^American Institute of Banking, Principles of Bank Operations
(New York: American Institute of Banking, 1967), p. 8.
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National Association of Bank Auditors and Comptrollers, Auto¬
mating and Bank Operations (United States of America: National Associa¬
tion of Bank Auditors and Comptrollers, 1962), p. 6.
CHAPTER II
A DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRENT
SITUATION WITHIN THE OPERATION AREA
A general view of the collection system. --Every year in America,
billions of dollars change hands. About 90 per cent of this money is
paid by check rather than cash. ^ Checks are frequently used to make
payment because they are often more convenient, more economical, and
safer than cash. As a means of making payment, checks are such a
vital part of the U. S. economy that they have become an essential part
of our everyday conduct of business.
Once a check is cashed or deposited at a bank, the bank must
find a way of getting the money from the drawer's account. This process
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is called collecting the check.
The bank's collection system should allow banks to collect checks
as quickly and as efficiently as possible. The chart on the next page
shows how checks are routed through the bank collection system from
the time the payee presents them for deposit or cashing to the time they
are returned to the drawer with his bank statement.
American Bankers Association, Loss Prevention--Checks
(New York: American Bankers Association, 1966), p. 27.
^American Bankers Association, Checks (New York: American
Bankers Association, 1964), p. 128
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THE BANK COLLECTION SYSTEM
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The reader can see from the chart that a check can enter the
collection system either by mail or at a teller's window. After a
check enters the collection system, it goes through a series of basic
processing steps, which are the same for all banks. In some banks,
each of these steps is handled by a separate department; in others, one
department may perform several steps. In some large banks, all of
the steps are handled by a single department with automated equipment.
Banks have many different ways of organizing their departments, but
the steps in processing a check are always the same.
The first step an incoming check goes through is called proof.
Upon entering proof checks are first handled by analysis clerks. An
analysis clerk has four principal tasks:
1. Calcvilating float
2. Charging exchange on nonpar items
3. Determining the amoxint of service charge
4. Sorting deposits into "single-item" and "multi-item"
deposits.
Float is an analysis term used to describe the amoimt of xm-
collected funds in a ledger balance. The amount of balance apparently
on deposit in an accoxint can be very misleading. An accoxint with a
ledger balance of $1, 500. 00, theoretically can be overdrawn due to the
existence of float, which is caused by the bank crediting the customer's
account before deposited cash items have been collected from the bank
on which they are drawn. Although, all accounts have a certain amount
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of float, this factor is negligible in most personal accounts since there
are few deposits and these deposits usually consist of one or two local
checks.
Float is most often encountered in business accounts. In order
to adjust the ledger balance to an available balance, it is necessary to
calculate the total amoiint of float in the deposit. Multiply the average
time it takes to collect the item by the total dollar amount of the item.
Availability schedxiles define the period of time required before
items so deposited are considered as available funds. The four classi¬
fications of availability are;
1. Immediate credit items
2. One-day credit items
3. Two-day credit items
4. Three-day credit items.
Items classified for immediate credit are placed to the credit
of the depositor's account on the date of deposit and thus qualify as
available fvmds. The one-day, two-day, and three-day items are placed
to the credit of deferred float accounts, which do not qualify as available
funds. Only with the passage of time do deferred float balances become
available balance.
The deduction of an exchange charge and remittance of an amount
less than the face amount of the check is called nonpar collection, and
the few localities in which banks still follow this practice are known as
nonpar points. This charge is calculated on the dollar amount of the
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check (lO^i per $100.00). The net amount, less the charge, is remitted
to the sending bank. The exchange charge is made by the drawee bank
to cover the cost of postage, transfer of balances, and other expenses
incident to the payment of items received through mail.
Account analysis is also the process used to determine the amotint
of service charge, if any, to be made to an acco\int. Some expense is
always involved in handling an account, even though the customer draws
no checks or makes no deposits to the accoxint during the month. Although
some customers have difficulty in understanding this concept, it is not
hard to explain. All the items of overhead exist, whether the customer
comes into the bank or not: the building is there, the lights are on, the
equipment is in readiness to handle any transaction, and a trained bank
staif is standing by, waiting to serve the customer's banking needs. In
addition, there are the inevitable direct costs, such as balancing ledgers,
sending out statements, and generally controlling accounts. All of these
costs shoiild be prorated among the various accovmts on the bank's books,
and result in a flat maintenance charge levied against each account, which
has no relationship to activity in the accoxint.
In addition to the flat maintenance charge two other factors shoxxld
be considered in computing service charges:
1. The amount of revenue the bank has earned from the customer's
dollars.
2. The expenses involved in handling the activity in the accotint.
Although a bank may not pay interest on checking accounts, it is
common bank practice to allow the customer an earning credit, for
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analysis purposes, based upon the investable balance in his account.
This credit can be used as an offset against charges for maintenance
and activity in the account. The steps necessary to determine the in¬
vestable balance are:
1. Ledger balance minus float giving collected balance
2. Collected balance minus required reserves giving investable
balance.
Banks are required by law to maintain reserves proportionate to
their respective types of deposits. The bank must also maintain adequate
working cash to meet the daily needs of its customers. These are two
of the factors that must be considered in arriving at a realistic figure
representing legal and practical reserve. Since the maintenance of
reserves necessarily entails a sacrifice of income, a compensating deduc¬
tion shojild be made from the customers' collected balance. Usually,
the reserve deduction is expressed as a percentage which may vary
slightly from bank to bank depending on its location, whether it is a state
or national bank, and management policy regarding liquidity. ^
After determining the investable balance the bank should decide
how much to allow the customer for the use of this balance. As the
economy fluctuates, the rate of return on invested money goes up and
down, so the rate allowed by a bank on customers' investable balances
should have a close relationship with what was actually earned on the
^American Institute of Banking, Principles of Bank Operations.
p. 218,~
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invested dollars. Equitable treatment of a bank's depositors reqmres
an adjustment in the earning rate whenever economic conditions warrant
a change.
A major portion of the cost of handling a checking account relates
directly to the amount of activity that must be handled by the bank.
Activity occurs in different ways, such as the number of deposits made
during the month, the number of items deposited, and the number of
checks drawn against the account. Sometimes all three elements will
be of significance in a single accoxmt, while other accounts may have
volume in only one or two of these activity factors. Activity in every
form causes a direct labor and equipment cost to the bank for which it
should receive adequate compensation.
The major factors that must be known in order to perform a com¬
plete analysis of a customer's checking accovmt have been discussed.
Now these factors can be put together so that the complete picture of a
full analysis maybe seen. In the illustration on the following page, the
rates used are for illustrative purposes, and should not be construed as
existing ones.
Finally, analysis clerks perform an essential sorting task while
placing each deposit slip in front of each transaction for the actual proof




Average daily balance during the month. $1, 500. 00
Less: Average daily float 500.00
Average collected balance 1,000.00
Less: Reserves (20%) 200.00
Investible balance 800.00
Earnings allowance (3% rate per annum) 2.00
Maintenance charge (flate rate) .50
9 deposits @ 10^^ each .90
212 deposited items @ 3^ each 6.36
17 checks drawn @ 5^ each .85
Total charge for services rendered 8.61
Less: Earnings allowance 2.00
AmoTint of service charge for the month 6.61
12
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Single-item deposit consists of the deposit slip with only a check
or cash-in ticket accompanying it. A multi-item deposit consists of the
deposit slip with checks or cash-in ticket with check (s) accompanying
it. This sorting facilitates the proof fxinction while allowing for distri¬
bution in processing the transactions. Due to this process the proof
supervisor can distribute the work load and the proof operator's know¬
ledge of the type of transactions that she is processing improves her
speed and accuracy.
The systematic placing of the credit (deposit slip) ahead of the
debits (checks and/or cash-in ticket) aids in balancing. The proof opera¬
tor processes the credit first and the debit total shoxild equal the credit
total for each transaction.
Transactions are now prepared for the proof function. At SCN
(South Carolina National Bank), proof is accomplished by automated
equipment--IBM's 1201 proof machines; in other banks it is done by
special clerks. In either case, the basic things that are done are the ;
same. In the proof step, two things are done:
1. Proving--The records of every transaction are checked
to see that no error has been made.
2, Sorting--Checks are sorted into various categories
and routed to other steps for further processing.
Sorting determines where checks will go from the proof step. There
are three basic categories into which checks are sorted:
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1. On us checks
2. Other local checks.
3. Out-of-town checks.
All checks drawn on your own bank are called "on us” checks.
An on us check goes from proof to bookkeeping where it is posted to the
drawee's accoxint. Once the check is posted, it is cancelled and returned
to the drawer with his monthly statement. All checks eventually reach
bookkeeping at the drawee bank, but some have a much longer route to
follow before they reach it.
Other local checks are checks drawn on other banks in your city
or area. They are routed from proof to clearings. Clearings have
two ways of collecting other local checks; they can send them to a
clearing house or present them directly to the drawee banks. Direct
presentation is an expensive method and is used sparingly. ^ A clearing
house is a place where a niimber of local banks send messengers to
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exchange checks drawn on each other. Instead of sending a messenger
to each bank in town, each bank sends a messenger to a central meeting
place. SCN utilizes this system for it is faster and less expensive.
The clearings step must do three things with other local checks
before it can deliver them to the clearing house or drawee banks.
^American Institute of Banking, Check Processing (New York:
American Institute of Banking, 1965), p. 47.
2
National Cash Register Company, Bank Terminology, p. 7.
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Clearings must sort the checks according to the drawee bank; it must
list and total the checks so there is a record of the transaction, and
1
it must endorse the check.
InSCN's present operations, sorting, listing and totalling, and
endorsing are performed simultaneously. As a proof machine operator
sorts other local checks according to drawee bank, she is also separating
them from on us and out-of-town checks whole listing and totalling and
endorsing them.
On his return from the clearing house, your bank's messenger
brings with him incoming clearings; these are checks drawn on your bank
that were brought to the clearing house by other local banks. From the
chart, the reader can see that checks received from the clearing house
by the drawee bank go to the proof step. After being proved, incoming
clearing are sorted into the basic category of on us checks and, accord¬
ingly , are routed directly to the bookkeeping step to be posted to the
drawer's account.
The last category of checks is out-or-town checks. These are
checks drawn on banks in other parts of the country. Out-of-town checks
are routed from proof to transit. To collect these checks, transit must
somehow send them to the drawee bank. There are three ways the transit
step can collect out-or-town checks. They are by direct presentment,
hhid. , p. 142
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through a correspondent bank, and through the Federal Reserve System.
If your bank mails a bundle of checks drawn on an out-of-town
bank directly to the drawee bank (cash letter), it is collecting these
checks by the method of direct presentment.
Many banks have special arrangements with banks in other parts
of the coTintry to exchange services. Among other things, these banks
often help each other collect out-of-town checks. Banks with this sort
of special arrangement are called correspondent banks.
The third method of collecting out-of-town checks is through the
Federal Reserve System. Federal Reserve Banks will perform the task
of collecting out-of-town checks for other banks, provided both the
collecting bank and the drawee bank have agreed to follow special rxilea
When the cash letter reaches the drawee bank, it goes to the proof step
and then to bookkeeping where each check is posted to the drawer's
account.
The proof operation defined in detail. - -The proof department has
the responsibility of proving the accuracy of each transaction. Fach de¬
posit slip must be balanced by the check (s) and/or cash-in ticket that
accompanied it. Cashed checks must also balance to their respective
cash-out ticket.
This proving operation is presently being performed by IBM's
1201 proof machines. In addition to listing and totalling checks, the
proof machine also sorts. It possesses 32 pockets with each pocket having
its own listing and totalling tape.
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Other local checks or clearings are fine-sorted by the bank during
the proving operation. Consequently, for the number of local banks, a
corresponding number of pockets on the proof machine are utilized.
Each pocket generates a listing and a total amount for their respective
bank in preparation for the clearing house.
The existing transit operation. - -The out-of-town checks or transit
items are fine -sorted and refine-sorted to various end-points (out-of-
town banks) for direct payment or for assistance in collecting the checks.
These end-points occupy, by far, the greatest number of pockets on the
proof machine. An official letter concerning the number and amount of
the checks with the end-point's name and address is typed and sent along
with the checks (cash letter) to the out-of-town bank.
Major difficulties that exist. - -The major difficulties that exist in
the present proof and transit system are;
1. The volume of transactions has reached and is
expected to exceed a point where operating expenses
would be lower in an automated proof and transit
system.
2. Absorption of future expansion will result in an
increase in processing time and/or an expansion in
personnel accompanied by an expected percentage
increase in human errors.
The present system is equipped to process 100,000 - 120,000
transactions daily. However, the present volume of transactions being
processed is in excess of 140,000 items daily. At peak periods (Mondays,
Fridays, and the beginning and end of months) voltime ranges from 140,000
- 160, 000 items.
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The volTxme has increased the processing time of the analysis,
proof, and transit functions and enhanced the occurance of human
errors in these areas.
Two of the major difficulties that the proof manager has encountered
are:
1. Curtailing proof operators overtime hours
2. Training multi-pocket machine operators.
Proof operators usually average 2-7 overtime hours per week.
Normally, the training period require from two to eight weeks. During
this period, the operator's through-put is at a minimum and, due to the
sort patterns on mtilti-pocket proof machines, usually prone to error.
Other areas of concern include meeting deadlines and peak loads
(strictly dependent upon a yariable operator through-put factor), an
increase in the niimber of end-points, and the element of human error
in sorting.
CHAPTER in
A MODIFIED VIEW OF THE OPERATION AREA UTILIZING
THE IBM SYSTEM 360, MODEL 40 COMPUTER
Principal tools utilized. - -Our proposed automated proof and
transit system will make use of one of the versatile IBM System/360
models. The SCN system employs the facilities of two IBM system/360,
model 40 computers; both are controlled by Disk Operating System
Supervisors with storage capacity of 65,536 bytes.
Among the hardware at our disposal is the 1419 reader/sorter with
IBM support and lends itself to a multi-programming environment. The
1419 reader/sorter provides direct inf)ut to the system/360, model 40
computer and reads and sorts magnetically inscribed (Magnetic Ink
Character Recognition or MICR) documents at a rate of 1000 documents/
minute.
To expedite the through-put volume per operator as well as reduce
the cost, the single-pocket 203 unit-inscriber will be used for MICRing
items and balancing instead of the multi-pocket 1201 proof machine
(exception--two multi-pocket proof machines are needed for processing
rejects from the automated system). Control batch totals will be in¬
serted for computer balancing purposes.
The system/360, with the aid of Ihe 1419 reader/sorter, will
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make use of the MICR A. B.A. (American Bankers Association) Ntxmeri-
cal system at the bottom of each check to determine which pocket an
item will be sorted into. The A, B.A., in 1910, developed a plan for
nximbering all the banks in the country so that each bank would have a
1
specific transit number to indicate its name and location. This plan-
employs a hyphenated number consisting of a prefix, a hyphen, and a
sxiffix. The prefix established the location, which is separated by a
hyphen from the suffix that assigns indi-vidual identification. The niimbers
of all banks are listed in a book called the Key of -the Numerical System.
commonly kno-wn as the Keybook. The A. B.A. is authorized to assign
nvimbers, maintain records, and arrange for the annual publishing of the
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Keybook and updating supplements.
Eliminating the manual calc\ilations of the analysis area. - -The
calculations performed by analysis clerks -will be more efficiently per¬
formed electronically. Float will be calctilated by associating an availa¬
bility schedule -with each end-point in the various sort patterns. The
schedtile -will pro-vide the nixmber of days necessary to collect funds for
each destinated end-point. The number of days times face value of the
item, which is MICRfed on each item, equals float.
Since nonpar banks have A. B.A. numbers but not routing symbols,
for coding purposes only, they were assigned a special number for the




coding space normally occupied by the routing symbol. The first two
digits of this nixmber are 90 and the third and fourth digits are the present
prefix number of the state in which the nonpar bank is situated. Thus a
nonpar bank with the A. B.A. n\imber 61-754 would be encoded 9061-
0754. Merely by comparing for 90 in the first two positions of the transit
number, nonpar items can be detected. Once detected, the exchange
charge can be calcixlated on the face amount of the item.
Debits and credits will be tallied for each accotint and stored within
the record of that account. Float and activity totals are now available.
With these totals service charge will be calcxilated. The fixed constants
for reserve and each type of activity will be maintained in a table set up
within the program (software).
The only task that remains for the analysis area is the sorting of
transactions into single-item and multi-item deposits while systematically
placing the deposit slip ahead of the debits.
Supplementing the proinng and distribution functions of the proof
department. - -A MICRed deposit slip should accompany each deposit. On
it, the customer -will list all items along with the total amount of the deposit.
The entire deposit, including any cash-in or cash-out tickets, will be
forwarded to the proof department for analysis purposes, amotint encoding,
and balancing prior to being processed by the Data Processing Department.
The balancing at this point is a secondary function to amount encoding.
Since the proof operator must encode the amount on the check, she merely
totals the debits to assure accuracy while encoding the amoiint. Accuracy
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is assured if the debit total equals the credit (deposit slip) total. These
totals also serve as a dual check for the Data Processing Department
for total debits and credits processed by both department should
balance. In both departments, the deposit slip serves the dual purpose
of being used as a batch total control document in addition to generating
a credit record to be used in demand deposit accounting.
The Data Processing Department, using various sort patterns, shotild
delete high vol\xme end-points (on us and clearings) first. This is to
minimize the nvimber of items passing through the reader/sorter more
than once, thus reducing processing time. With the exceptions of
extremely odd-sized, bulky items or torn items, all items received can
be processed. These exceptions will be replaced by substitute documents
IvIICRed with an identical amovint to retain balance.
The 1419 reader/sorter has thirteen pockets that correspond to
various end-pbints depending on the sort pattern used. All rejects will
be conventionally sorted by the two multi-pocket proof machines and
added to each end-point's totals. All "on us” transactions will be formated
on disk for use in demand deposit processing. Files are also maintained
for other end-points.
A master listing of each item will be produced as a permanent
record of items processed and control totals, including generated rejected
totals, are provided. A recap list of all totals taken should also prove
very beneficial as it will allow the manual "proof of deposit” balancing
procedure to proceed concurrent to the automated processing of items.
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Final summaries listings are produced for record files.
Preparing outgoing cash letters. - -Each pocket has a detailed
listing of all items received; hence, each end-point will be providled a
detailed listing of all items mailed. A cash letter will be prepared by
the system/360 giving the total nizmber of items and their amounts and
the end-point's name and address. After the addition of the rejected
totals, microfilming, and packaging, the cash letter is ready for mail¬
ing.
Proving incoming cash letters. - -Incoming cash letters will be
processed using an "on us" sort pattern; provided they have been pre¬
viously MICRed by the sending bank's proof department. These transac¬
tions will be formulated on disk for use in demand deposit processing
also. Rejects are totalled and cards are keypunched for merging with
the demand deposit run.
Issuing of advice of credit. - - At the end of an incoming cash letter
run, an advice of credit will be prepared for the sending bank. This
credit contains totals with reference to number of items and their amounts
and the sending bank's name and address. The rejected totals are added
to these totals and the advice of credit is ready for mailing.
Major advantages of an automated system. - -Four prime advantages
of the automated system are:
1. Reduction in cost accompanied by a reduction in
processing time.
2. Absorption of future expansion.
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3. Providing more accurate records and better customer
service.
Time requirement for the system/360 and 1419 reader/sorter
in the proof and transit functions will vary directly with voliime and
the nxxmber of restarts. With the present volume range of 140,000 -
150,000 items, the estimated processing time is 4 - 5 meter hours.
The prorated time schedule for this volume is as follows;
1. Batch proving 2.5 meter hours
2. Transit sort patterns 1.5 meter hours
3. Total processing time 4. 0 meter hours
4. Restart adjustment factor (25%) 1. 0 meter hour
5. Total allotted processing time 5. 0 meter hours
For two reasons it is important to know how much time it is
going to require to do your work:
1. You want to get your work done within prescribed time,
2. It develops a direct bearing on expenses.
Cash letters must be prepared and ready for their respective trans -
portation media. Hence, all work must be completed within a prescribed
time in order to meet transportation deadlines to the various end-points.
The projected time requirement has a direct bearing on cost. SCN is
billed on 176 meter hours a month. The leasing price of the system/360
is $18,300.00 per month. The cost per meter hour is $104.00. The pro¬
posed time requirement for the automated proof and transit system is 5
meter hours daily for 22 working days per month.
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In the table on the following page, the additional costs of the
automated system are listed. Job cost is dramatically changed by the
multiprogramming capabilities of the system/360. With the advent of
the third generation computers which can run several programs con¬
currently, distribution of computer cost among the various jobs can
drastically reduce the cost of each job. When mviltiprogramming, running
more than one job concurrently, a computer processes a few instructions
on one job, then on another, and then perhaps even on a third. It switches
from job to job in small fractions of a second whenever "waits” in CPU
JDentral Processing Unit) activity are created and/or according to pre¬
determined priorities that are part of an executive control system. The
way to determine cost is to see how long various jobs take when rxmning
separately, then multiprogram them in various combinations to determine
the most efficient mix. Once that is determined the cost for the jobs
running in multiprogramming can be determined by prorating the total
time in relation to the time each took running alone.
SCN's automated proof and transit system will utilize the multi¬
programming facilities available with the system/360. With proper job
scheduling, the feature can reduce computer cost to as low as one-third
of the total computer cost for the job alone. All three portions-- fore¬
ground 1, foregroTind 2, and background-- can be active. This allows
distribution of cost among the three portions. The allowance of 50 per
cent in the cost table takes into consideration that the remaining two




Computer cost per hour $ 104.00
Monthly computer cost 11,440.00
Less: Multiprogramming allowance (50%) 5,720.00
Adjusted monthly computer cost . 5,720.00
Overhead cost (20%) 1,430.00
Total Monthly Hardware Cost 7, 150.00
Operator
Operator cost per hour (annual salary $6,600. 00) 3.20
Monthly operator cost (110 hours) 352.00
Fringe benefits (25%) 88.00
Total Monthly Operator Cost 440.00
Supplies
10 Cases 3-part-paper @ $11.00 each 110.00
20 Cases strip-paper @ $7.50 each 150.00
3 Disks 2311 @ $15.00 each (rental fee) 45.00
Total Monthly Supply Cost 305. 00
Software--Amortized Over 5 Year
Period
Program package (10,000.00) 167.00
Innovation cost (20%) 33.00
Total Monthly Software Cost 200.00
Total Additional Monthly Cost 8,095.00
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The volumes, with reference to the supplies portion of the table,
are percentage estimates based on the volume of the First National
Bank and Trust Company, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
The software (programming package) can be purchased, with aid
in innovating, for $10, 000,00. Free test time goes with the package
from IBM. The decision to purchase will not hinder the present pro¬
gress of the programming staff in completing the conversion of all
Burroughs programs to Cobol. Besides, to write such a proof and
transit system would require an estimated 6-9 months. The programmer
cost (estimated at $6,000. 00 - $9, 000. 00) coupled with computer testing
time cost (estimated at 50 meter hours plus) surpasses the total cost of
the package.
The system is expected to be utilized without major modifications
for a period of five years. Hence, the cost of the package as well as the
innovation cost, express as 20 per cent of cost, will be amortized over
a five year period.
After reviewing the additional monthly cost of the proof and transit
system, let's look at the savings in cost attributed to the application. From
the Monthly Savings Table, the reader can see a drastic change in equip¬
ment cost within the proof area. A multi-pocket machine is leased at the
rate of $285. 00 per month while the unit-inscriber rate is $130. 00 per
month. The proof operator is no longer sorting and her speed.in pro¬
cessing an item is increased. This increase in speed allows the utiliza¬
tion of only 12 xinit-inscribers; eliminating 6 mxilti-pocket machines (2
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will be used for processing rejects). This elimination will also cause a
reduction in personnel requirement for the proof area.
Three of the principal tasks of the analysis area will be performed
by the computer. This allows a reduction in processing time as well
as a reduction in personnel requirement for the analyzing fxinction.
Supplies for the analysis area averages $10.00 - $15.00 monthly. These
supplies consist of ledger pads, analysis history cards, ink pens, and
rolls of paper for the 2 calculators and 4 adding machines. Both the
adding machines and calculators have been depreciated and have no book
value.
The third area of cost savings is in floor space. J^loor space is
valued at $3. 50 per square foot in the proof department. The unit-inscriber's
floor space requirement is 12 square feet less than that of the multi-
pocket machine (40 square feet). The elimination of 6 multi-pocket
machines and the smaller floor space requirement for the 12 unit-inscribers
within the proof area coupled with the reduction in personnel, functions,
and equipment within the analysis area Allows the physical combining of
the two areas. The present proof area will contain the related analysis
area. The room (345 square feet) once occupied by the analysis area
will represent a substantial saving.
The unit-ins c riber paired with the 1419 reader/sorter will reduce
present processing time and assist in absorbing future expansion. The
speed (faster through-put per item) of the unit-inscriber can handle a
MONTHLY SAVINGS TABLE
Equipment
6 Mvilti-pocket machines @ $285.00 each $1,710.00
12 Unit-inscribers @ $155.00 each (savings) 1,860.00
Total Equipment Savings 3,570.00
Personnel
8 Proof operators @ $320.00 each 2,560.00
4 Analysis clerks @ $300.00 each 1,200.00
Total personnel wages 3,760.00
Fringe benefits (25%) . 940.00
Total Personnel Savings 4,700. 00
Supplies
Analysis area 12. 50
Floor Space--$3.50 Per Square Foot
Analysis area (345 square feet) 1,207.50
Total Monthly Savings 9,490.00
Less: Total Additional Monthly Cost 8,095.00
Total Monthly Reduction in Cost 1, 395. 00
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volume of 13,000 - 15, 000 items daily. Peak periods can be handled
readily and deadlines met. The 1419 reader/sorter's sort pattern can be
altered so that additional end-points, as volume warrants, can be added.
Future volume in excess of 175, 000 items can be handled in a regular work
day.
Computers are much more accurate than any other bookkeeping
equipment known to date. ^ Service charge calculations will be performed
by the system/360 . The system/360 will also do the proof of deposit
function while aiding the 1419 reader/sorter in its sort patterns. It will
prepare, compare, summarize, and edit records. Hence, the element
of human errors in processing the customer's transactions are greatly
reduced. Greater accuracy and speed and increased legibility in keeping
records result in better customer service.
■*^National Association of Bank Auditors and Comptrollers, Automat¬
ing and Bank Operations, p. 166.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Everyone is prone to become enthralled with the glamour of the
word "electronics. But unless he has first analyzed his own opera¬
tions and determined his requirements, he cannot select the appropriate
system that will generate a progressive trend. This system will generate
a progressive trend that can best be defined by the table on the fbllowing
page.
There will be a reduction in equipment and labor cost because
unit-inscribers can be utilized for MICRing items. The rent per vinit-
inscriber is $155. 00 per month less than that of a miilti-pocket machine.
One shovild also consider the improved speed of the \init-inscriber over
that of the mvilti-pocket machine. This improvement in speed will bring
about a decrease in operators’ overtime hours as well as a reduction in
personnel.
There will also be an accompanying reduction in processing time
and an increase in efficiency through the combined use of unit-inscribers,
the 1419 reader/sorter, and the IBM system/360, model 40 computer.
The unit-inscriber can reduce the operator's training period from that
of 2 - 8 weeks to 2 - 5 days in addition to allowing faster item through-put
Gilbert Burck and the Editors of Fortune, The Computer Age









Total personnel 34 22
Average overtime
per person 2-7 hours 0-2 hours
Proof machines 2
unit-ins cribers 20 12
Daily through-put
per machine 5-7 thousand 13 - 15 thousand
Daily volvime 100 - 130 thousand 100 - 175 thousand
Training period for
new operators 2 G 8 weeks 2-5 days
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than the multi-pocket machine.
Further decreases in personnel, processing time, and cost can
be attributed to the calculation of service charge by the system/360. This
fxmction will also allow the physical combining gf the analysis area with
the proof area thus saving floor space cost.
Other significant savings are provided during the sorting process.
Sorting is no longer dependent on operator's memory and the 1419
reader/sorter has a constant, effective item-per-minute speed (1000
documents/minute). Hence, numerous end-points may exist and dead¬
lines still met.
Feasibility studies for future end-points is another service that will
be performed by the system/360. Additional end-points allow more direct
sending if the volume warrants. Direct collection increases the investible
balance of demand deposits causing additional earnings for the SCN system.
These savings coupled with the dual-balancing features of the system/360,
justif3.es an automated system.
Management's objective is to significantly, improve operations within
the operation area. This system can prove to be an effective tool for
accomplishing this task. After implementation, execution of the system
will require a continuing effort, on part of all persons involved, to attain
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